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high cost and large power consumption. Hash-based schemes
[2-3, 12-17] have been proposed to accelerate the IP lookup,
but they require prohibitive amount of high-bandwidth memory
that impedes their use in practice. Trie-based schemes [18-26]
have been widely used in high-speed Internet routers due to
their efficient data structures. Nowadays virtual routers and
software routers require efficient trie-based schemes for the
performance and scalability.

Abstract—This paper presents a novel offset encoding scheme for
memory-efficient IP address lookup, called Offset Encoded Trie
(OET). Each node in the OET contains only a next hop bitmap
and an offset value, without the child pointers and the next hop
pointers. Each traversal node uses the next hop bitmap and the
offset value as two offsets to determine the location address of the
next node to be searched. The on-chip OET is searched to find
the longest matching prefix, and then the prefix is used as a key
to retrieve the corresponding next hop from an off-chip prefix
hash table. Experiments on real IP forwarding tables show that
the OET outperforms previous multi-bit trie schemes in terms of
the memory consumption. The OET facilitates the far more
effective use of on-chip memory for faster IP address lookup.

I.

However, previous trie-based algorithms [18-22] still suffer
from high memory consumption. Typically, multi-bit tries are
used to inspect a stride of several bits at a time to improve the
IP lookup speed, at the cost of less efficient use of memory.
Some of the practical algorithms such as Tree Bitmap Trie [21]
are based on space-efficient encoding schemes of multi-bit tries,
achieving significant reduction of memory usage. In these
encoding schemes, each trie node contains the child pointers,
the next hop pointers, and the associated bitmaps. A child
pointer is of log 2 n bits, and a next hop pointer is of log 2 m bits,

INTRODUCTION

IP address lookup algorithms with longest prefix matching
have received significant attention in the literature over the past
several years [1]. Recently, there has been much renewed
research interest in compact data structures for high-speed IP
address lookup in a large-scale forwarding table. There are
several driving factors that motivate the use of memoryefficient data structures for IP address lookup. First, to keep up
with 100Gbps transmission rates [2-3], Internet routers require
the use of low memory-footprint data structures for line-speed
IP lookup. Second, a core router contains about 310K prefix
rules [4], and forwarding tables are expanding exponentially. It
necessitates compressing the forwarding data structures to fit in
small high-speed memory on line cards. Third, virtual routers
[5-6] are emerging as a promising technology, where a
common physical platform acts as multiple virtual routers.
Each virtual router maintains its own forwarding table. To
achieve good scaling in the number of virtual routers, it is
critical for each virtual router to minimize the memory usage of
its forwarding data structure. Finally, software routers [7-8]
have been developed to perform fast IP lookup by leveraging
the powerful parallelism of multi-core processors. To achieve
high-speeds, it is crucial to store the entire forwarding data
structure in the on-chip cache. Thus, we need to use memoryefficient data structures for IP lookup.

and a bitmap is of O (2 s ) , where n denotes the total number of
nodes, m denotes the total number of next hops, and s
denotes the bit size of a stride. As both n and m increase with
the number of prefix rules, these pointers require larger
memory usage, which leads to poor scalability of these triebased algorithms, limiting the lookup performance.
In this paper, we present a novel offset encoding scheme
for memory-efficient IP address lookup, called Offset Encoded
Trie (OET). In the OET, each node is equivalently compacted
by eliminating the child pointers and the next hop pointers. So
it contains only a next hop bitmap and an offset value. The next
hop bitmap is used to count the index offset between a child
and the leftmost non-leaf child, while the offset value is used to
compute the identifier distance between a node and its leftmost
non-leaf child. The two offsets are leveraged to compute the
location address of the next node to be searched. During the
lookup procedure, an on-chip OET is traversed to find the
longest matching prefix, and then the prefix is used as a key to
retrieve the associated next hop from an off-chip prefix hash
table. Experiments on real IPv4 and IPv6 prefix tables show
that compared to the Tree Bitmap Trie, the OET reduces the
memory consumption by up to 76% and 63%, respectively.

There are three major categories of techniques for
performing IP address lookup: TCAM-based, hash-based, and
trie-based schemes. TCAM-based schemes [9-11] can provide
deterministic and high-speed IP lookup, but they suffer from
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RELATED WORK

Due to its essential role in Internet routers, IP address
lookup is a well-studied problem. A broad spectrum of IP
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address lookup techniques has been proposed in the literature,
involving three major categories: TCAM-based, hash-based,
and trie-based schemes.

leaf nodes. Figure 1 shows a binary Leaf-Pushed Trie on the
right. In a s -stride Leaf-Pushed Trie, each node has a list
of 2 s pointer entries, each containing either a child pointer or a
next hop pointer.

TCAM can perform an IP address lookup in one clock
cycle. Most of high-speed routers employ the TCAMs to
achieve deterministic and high-speed IP address lookup. But
TCAM-based schemes suffer from the excessive power
consumption, high cost, and low density. Recently, powerefficient and memory-efficient TCAM-based schemes have
been proposed to improve the lookup performance [9-11]. As a
SRAM outperforms a TCAM with respect to speed, density,
and power consumption, the algorithmic solutions using
SRAM/DRAM for IP address lookup are very popular
alternatives.
Hash-based schemes [2-3, 12-17] have been proposed for
line-speed IP address lookup. These algorithms use the hashing
schemes in fast on-chip memory to greatly enhance the lookup
throughput. In addition, Bloom filters and their variants [2, 12,
15, 17] have been used to accelerate the hashing process for
100Gbps IP lookup. However, hash-based schemes have the
limitation of higher memory bandwidth. The reason is that they
often require many expensive multi-port memories to support
the parallelism of the IP address lookup.

Figure 1. A prefix table and its binary tries

The Lulea Trie [20] and the Tre Bitmap Trie [21] are spaceefficient encoding schemes of multi-bit tries. The Lulea Trie is
a variant of the Leaf-Pushed Trie, where each node uses a
bitmap to indicate the consecutive duplicated pointers,
dramatically reducing the number of pointers. The Tree Bitmap
Trie is a variant of the non-leaf-pushed multi-bit trie with a
stride of s bits. Each node uses an external bitmap (EBMP) of
2 s bits with a single child pointer, and an internal bitmap
(IBMP) of 2 s  1 bits with a single next hop pointer.

Trie-based schemes have been the most popular IP address
lookup algorithms. While these trie-based algorithms [18-23]
become more memory efficient and allow faster lookup, the
performance still decreases linearly as the tree depth increases.
This makes these algorithms not keep up with the high speeds.
To improve the lookup throughput of trie-based algorithms,
memory pipelines [24-26] have been proposed to produce one
lookup result per clock cycle. As on-chip memory is still small
and expensive, the pipeline stages require the compact trie data
structure. This facilitates memory efficiency and load balance
across multiple stages and multiple pipelines.
Recently, the advent of multi-core processors requires
better compact trie data structures in software to scale virtual
routers and software routes. The Trie Overlay scheme [27] and
Trie Braiding scheme [28] have been proposed to build a
compact shared trie data structure for a large number of virtual
routers. Orthogonal to these studies, our offset encoding
scheme can be used to compress the trie data structure of a
single virtual router. So we can use the OET to build scalable
virtual routers by reducing the overall memory requirements.
III.

Figure 2. IP address lookup architecture using offset addressing

Beyond these above encoding schemes, we leverage the
separation of fast and slow path to achieve high-speed IP
lookup with smaller on-chip memory usage. Prior encoding
schemes often use an on-chip pointer to point to an off-chip
next hop, which leads to larger on-chip memory requirements.
Our scheme uses a 1-bit flag to replace the next hop pointer,
indicating whether a next hop exists or not. This allows the
OET to significantly reduce the memory usage, which can fit in
small on-chip memory to improve the IP lookup throughput.

OFFSET ENCODING OF TRIES

A. Prior Encoding Schemes of Tries
Binary tries are a natural tree-based data structure for IP
address lookup. The trie data structure is used to store a set of
prefixes, where a prefix is represented by a node called prefix
node. A given IP address is searched by traversing the trie from
the root node to match the longest prefix. Figure 1 shows a
prefix table and its binary trie on the left. Each node in the trie
contains a left and right child pointer as well as a next hop
pointer.

We propose an IP address lookup architecture to accelerate
the performance. Figure 2 illustrates our IP address lookup
architecture using offset addressing. In this architecture, an
OET is stored in the fast path like on-chip SRAM, and a prefix
hash table is stored in the slow path like off-chip DRAM.
When searching a given IP address, we traverse the on-chip
OET to find the longest matching prefix on the address, and
then the prefix is used as a key to retrieve the next hop from the

The Leaf-Pushed Trie [19] is a popular variant of tries,
where prefixes in the internal nodes are pushed down to the
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off-chip prefix hash table. Here, we assume that all next hops
associated with prefix nodes are stored in off-chip memory.

Figure 3 shows node data structures of the advanced binary
OET on the right. The root node 1 sets the offset value as 1,
and sets the left and right next hop flags as 00. If the input bit is
0, the root node checks to see that the left next hop is 0,
indicating that the left child exists but it is not a prefix node,
and then the search continues to the left child node 2. If the
input bit is 1, the root node checks the next hop flags, and then
the search continues to the right child node 3. Hence, each node
in the advanced binary OET only requires the memory of 4 bits
instead of 8 bits.

B. Offset Encoding of Binary Tries
The OET is compact encoding of the Leaf-Pushed Trie.
Before constructing the OET, we propose a specific scheme for
labeling the trie. This scheme adopts the principle of top-downleft-right labeling. In the Leaf-Pushed Trie, the identifier of the
root node is labeled first, and then the identifiers of its non-leaf
child nodes are recursively labeled from left to right, and so on.
Figure 2 shows an example of labeling the binary Leaf-Pushed
Trie. We use this scheme to reduce the offset value size of each
node in the OET.
In a binary Leaf-Pushed Trie, each node has 3-tuple fields
consisting of the identifiers of its left and right child pointers,
as well as the left and right next hop flags. The left or right next
hop flag indicates whether the left or right child is a prefix
node. If the left or right child is a prefix node, the left or right
next hop flag is set as 1; otherwise, the corresponding next hop
flag is set as 0. Figure 3 shows node data structures of the
binary Leaf-Pushed Trie on the left. The root node 1 contains
the left child’s identifier 2 and the right child’s identifier 3, and
sets the left and right next hop flags as 00. As there are 6 nonleaf nodes as shown in Figure 2, a node’s identifier has the size
of 3 bits. So each node in the Leaf-Pushed Trie requires the
total on-chip memory of 8 bits.

Figure 4. Binary offset encoded tries

Figure 4 shows all node data structures in both the basic
and advanced binary OETs. The left is the basic binary OET,
while the right is the advanced binary OET. In the basic binary
OET, each node has 4-tuple fields with the size of 6 bits, so the
total memory is of 6  6  36 bits. In the advanced binary OET,
each node has 2-tuple fields of 4 bits, so the total memory is
of 6  4  24 bits. The binary Leaf-Pushed Trie in Figure 3
requires the total memory of 6  8  48 bits. Hence, compared to
the binary Leaf-Pushed Trie and the basic binary OET, the
advanced OET achieves significant reduction of memory usage.

Figure 3. Trasformation of node data structures in the binary trie

We now use the offset encoding scheme to construct a basic
binary OET. Each node in a basic binary OET has 4-tuple
fields consisting of the left and right child flags, an offset value,
and the left and right next hop flags. We use the child flags
instead of the child pointers to indicate whether the left or right
child exists or not. The offset value is the distance between a
node’s identifier and the identifier of its non-leaf child. Figure
3 shows node data structures of the basic binary OET in the
middle. The root node 1 sets both the left and right child flags
as 1, sets the offset value as 1, and sets the left and right next
hop flags as 00. As the maximal offset value is 2 as shown in
Figure 2, the offset value has the size of 2 bits. Hence, each
node in the basic OET requires less memory of 6 bits.
We construct an advanced binary OET in order to further
reduce the memory usage. In an advanced binary OET, each
node has 2-tuple fields consisting of the left and right next hop
flags, and an offset value. Due to the nature of leaf pushing, a
non-leaf node has both left and right child, while a leaf node
has no any child. We can eliminate both the left and right child
flags, so each node maintains only the left and right next hop
flags. This is due to the facts that the left and right next hop
flags exactly complement the left and right child flags. The left
and right next hop flags are enough to indicate whether the left
or right child exists or not.

Suppose that we search an IP address starting with 0101 in
the advanced binary OET as shown in Figure 4. The search
starts with the root node 1. For the first bit 0 of the address, the
root node 1 checks to see that the left next hop flag is 0, and
then uses the offset value 1 plus its location address 1 to
compute the location address of the left child. The search
continues to the child node 2. For the second bit 1, the node 2
checks to see that the right next hop flag is 1, indicating that
the right child is a prefix node, and then the search terminates,
producing the longest matching prefix 01*.
C. Offset Encoding of Multi-bit Tries
A multi-bit trie with a stride of s is generally used to boost
the lookup throughput of a binary trie by a factor of s .
However, the node size grows exponentially with the stride
size, which leads to the rapidly increasing memory usage of the
multi-bit trie. When the stride size is too large, the increase in
node size significantly outpaces the reduction in the number of
nodes. Recently, the dynamic programming technique [19] has
been used to minimize the memory usage of a multi-bit LeafPushed Trie. Figure 5 shows an example of expanding multi-bit
tries. The left is the binary Leaf-Pushed Trie, while the right is
the multi-bit Leaf-Pushed Trie with a stride of 2.
We can construct a multi-bit OET in a manner similar to
the construction of the binary OET. In practice, a multi-bit
OET is derived from a multi-bit Leaf-Pushed Trie. Initially, a
binary Leaf-Pushed Trie is expanded to a multi-bit LeafPushed Trie with a stride of s . In a basic multi-bit OET, each
node contains a child bitmap called CBMP, an offset value, and
a next hop bitmap called NBMP. The offset value means the
distance between a node’s identifier and the identifier of its
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leftmost non-leaf child due to multiple child nodes. In an
advanced multi-bit OET, each node contains only a NBMP and
an offset value. This is due to the facts that the CBMP exactly
complements the NBMP.

Figure 5. Expanding multi-bit tries

Figure 6 shows all node data structures in both the basic
and advanced multi-bit OETs. The left is the basic multi-bit
OET, while the right is the advanced multi-bit OET. Each node
on the left contains a NBMP, a CBMP, and an offset value,
while each node on the right contains only a NBMP and an
offset value. Both the NBMP and CBMP have the size of 4 bits,
and the offset value has the size of 1 bit. So the basic multi-bit
OET requires the total memory of 3  9  27 bits, while the
advanced multi-bit OET only requires the total memory of
3  5  15 bits. Hence, the advanced multi-bit OET reduces
less half memory than the basic multi-bit OET.

D. Construction of Prefix Hash Table
In our IP lookup architecture, an off-chip prefix hash table
is used to retrieve the next hop associated with the longest
matching prefix. The performance of the prefix hash table has
direct impact on the IP lookup throughput and the memory
consumption. In this paper, we use a simple and efficient
multiple-choice hashing scheme proposed in [2, 12-13]. In this
scheme, there are k  2 independent hash functions, and each
table bucket has n cells that contain up to n pairs
of { pefix,nexthop} . Each prefix is hashed k times into k
candidate table buckets, and only one table bucket with the
lowest load are chosen to store the prefix. A prefix lookup
needs to access k table buckets using the same k hash
functions in parallel. In each of the k table buckets, all prefix
pairs are sequentially searched to find the next hop associated
with the matching prefix. Multi-port memories or multiple
parallel memory modules can be used to improve the access
bandwidth of our prefix hash table.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conduct simulation experiments on real IP prefix tables
to evaluate the performance of OET-based IP address lookup
algorithm, in terms of the memory consumption. For evaluation
purposes, we obtain four reprehensive real-world prefix tables
[4]. AS6447 and AS65000 are large-scale IPv4 BGP tables that
contain about 310K and 217K prefixes respectively. AS2 and
AS1221 are small-scale IPv6 BGP tables that contain about 2K
and 0.9K prefixes respectively.

Figure 6. Multi-bit offset encoded tries

Suppose that we search an IP address starting with 1110 in
the 2-stride OET as shown in Figure 6. For the first two bits 11
of the address, the root node 1 checks to see that NBMP[11] is
0, indicating a child node to be searched. We count the number
of 0s before the index (11) 2  3 in the NBMP as 1, and then
use the offset value 1 plus its location address 1 to compute the
location address of the child node as 1  1  1  3 . The search
continues to the child node 3. For the second two bits 10, the
node 3 checks to see that NBMP[10] is 1, indicating a match,
and then the search terminates, producing the longest matching
prefix 111*. Finally, we use ‘111’ as a key to retrieve the
corresponding next hop P5 from an off-chip prefix hash table.

Figure 7 depicts the memory consumption on two IPv4
prefix tables. As shown in Figure 7(a), when the stride size
increases from 1 to 6, the OET requires only the memory usage
of 2.51Mbits-9.08Mbits. Experiments on the table AS6447
show that compared to the Original Trie, Leaf-Pushed Trie,
Lulea Trie, and Tree Bitmap Trie, the OET reduces the
memory consumption by 75-96.4%, 52.5-93.8%, 54.8-76.6%,
and 59.3-77.1%, respectively. As shown in Figure 7(b), the
OET requires only the memory usage of 2.03Mbits-5.98Mbits.
Experiments on the table AS65000 show that compared to the
Original Trie, Leaf-Pushed Trie, Lulea Trie, and Tree Bitmap
Trie, the OET reduces the memory consumption by 75.796.4%, 55-93.5%, 57.1-73%, and 61.1-74.9%, respectively.

The lookup in the OET is similar to that in the Tree Bitmap
Trie [21]. The search proceeds recursively, starting from the
root, until to the leaf. Each traversal node uses the NBMP to
determine whether the search terminates or continues to the
next node. The lookup algorithm in the multi-bit OET is given
as follows:
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Figure 7. Memory consumption on two IPv4 prefix tables

[7]

Figure 8 depicts the memory consumption on two IPv6
prefix tables. As shown in Figure 8(a), when the stride size
increases from 1 to 6, the OET requires only the memory usage
of 38Kbits-125Kbits. Experiments on the table AS2 show that
compared to the Original Trie, Leaf-Pushed Trie, Lulea Trie,
and Tree Bitmap Trie, the OET reduces the memory
consumption by 74-94.9%, 53.6-91%, 32.9-59.9%, and 55.462.4%, respectively. As shown in Figure 8(b), the OET
requires only the memory usage of 14Kbits-51Kbits.
Experiments on the table AS1221 show that compared to the
Original Trie, Leaf-Pushed Trie, Lulea Trie, and Tree Bitmap
Trie, the OET reduces the memory consumption by 72.794.2%, 53.8-89.5%, 29.9-60.5%, and 55-62.5%, respectively.
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Figure 8. Memory consumption on two IPv6 prefix tables
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

[20]

In this paper, we propose an Offset Encoded Trie (OET) for
memory-efficient IP address lookup. Each node in the OET
contains only a next hop bitmap and an offset value, without
the child pointers and the next hop pointers. When performing
a lookup in the OET, each node uses the next hop bitmap and
the offset value as two offsets to determine whether the search
terminates or compute the location address of the next node to
be searched. The performance evaluation on real-world IP
prefix tables shows that the OET requires significantly less
memory usage than previous multi-bit trie schemes. For
instance, experiments on real IPv4 and IPv6 prefix tables show
that compared to the Tree Bitmap Trie, the OET reduces 6076% and 55-63% of the memory consumption, respectively.
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